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The following outlines our detailed analysis of the existing conditions and potentials for providing supplemental
lighting as mitigation to the shadowing predicted in the DEIS.
We toured the Church on Monday August 3rd, meeting at 2:00 pm. The tour was conducted by Eric Daniels who
appeared most knowledgeable about the history and architecture of the Church (1). It was a bright clear sunny
summer’s day.
Historically there had been skylights in the center of the sanctuary ceiling which had been illuminated with
gaslights mounted above and to the side of the skylights. These gaslights utilized a reflector system to direct light
onto the stain glass skylights. These skylights have long since been closed off with infill solid plaster panels
accommodating down lights for artificial illumination of the space (2a).
When standing in the sanctuary it was quite clear that the space, although symmetric from an architectural
standpoint, was quite asymmetric from a visual standpoint as it related to the stained glass windows that form
the North and South Elevations (2). The twelve windows on the North Elevation were quite muted, especially the
one closest to Fifth Avenue (3). The reason for this is the proximity of the adjacent buildings, which are only a
few feet away and block all direct daylight and greatly limit even ambient light contribution. The window
nearest Fifth Avenue is further impacted by ductwork that was recently placed there to provide air conditioning
to the sanctuary (4). On the South Elevation the windows were significantly brighter as a result of direct sunlight
along with ambient light contributed by reflected light from adjacent buildings (5). It is important to note that
although brighter this elevation was still somewhat uneven due to shadows and highlights cast on some of the
lower windows closer to Fifth, coupled with some architectural anomalies created by heating radiators that share
the lower areas of the glazing cavity in the central upper windows.
See attached shadow study Figures 6-15, 6-16, 6-17 from the DEIS which illustrate which windows of the South
Facade are affected and when they are affected.
This brings us to the specifics of the glazing cavity. The sanctuary is essentially a building within a building
where an air space has been created between the inner decorative colored stained glass and an outer clear leaded
art glass, with inserts of smaller colored borders (6) (7). In effect it is a form of double glazing that functions as a
sound and insulation barrier. The resulting double glazing system most certainly represents an innovative
solution for its time period and has great significance from both an engineering and aesthetic standpoint. It
functions to allow the interior stained glass to be viewed from outside as well as inside. This system provides
effective sound and temperature insulation that is still very effective in 2009 as we had to talk in hushed tones so
as not to intrude on parishioners oblivious to the bustle of the city outside.
This begs the question could this cavity be used to augment the natural day lighting of the stained glass? In order
to understand any such option one needs to understand the givens. There are six tall windows and six smaller
windows. The cavity behind the six smaller windows is only accessible through one hinged partial casement per
pair, the cavity behind the center four upper windows is accessible from above only and with great difficulty due
to the curved form of the main sanctuary ceiling. The cavity behind these four center upper windows is not
contiguous and quite shallow front to back and also shares space with heating radiators that rise above the sill to
a height of around three feet. The sanctuary wall is curved in the four corners and the windows on the extreme
ends are located on these curves resulting in a deeper cavity as the outer façade is truly straight.
Given modern lighting technology one could theoretically install lighting fixtures at the bottom of the cavity shelf
of the upper windows (8), however, due to the height of these taller windows there would be a tendency for the
light to diminish some toward the top and to augment it with fixtures from the top or side would not be practical
as one would be able to see the source, especially through the clear outer glass. See attached specifications for
prototypical lighting fixtures (10) (11) (12).
One must also realize that the outer glass would not assist in any way to the distribution of light towards the
stained glass as it is clear and would merely allow the light to pass straight though it. One most certainly would
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not do anything to effect or change the outer art glass. To effectively light the stained glass with some degree of
uniformity one would ideally need to create a light box where the outer layer would be frosted or etched so as to
catch the artificial light and return it to the stained glass. Given the shallow nature of the cavity it would be
impossible to introduce an inner layer without compromising the relationships between the inner and outer
historic glazing systems.
During the time we were exploring the sanctuary the effect of daylight and shadow cast by existing buildings
created a mottled random effect as direct sunlight or reflected light danced across the South Façade; in fact there
was no point at which it appeared even or constant so to speak. There would rarely, if ever, be a circumstance
when predicted shadows or highlights would have distinct cut off lines demarking between light and no light
since the volume of light outside is comprised of direct light from the suns rays, ambient light from the sky as a
whole and reflected light from surrounding surfaces as a combination of both.
If one were to install a supplemental lighting system to mitigate the projected shadowing one would need a most
sophisticated control system with multiple photo cell sensors and timed programmed sequencing to try and
coordinate the effected windows in an attempt to balance them with the non impacted windows. We would not
want to provide supplemental lighting across the entire façade during these shadow moments as this would
create a purely artificial effect with complete disregard to nature.
Could other solutions be employed? Lighting the stained glass from outside the building seems out of the
question since there are no significant ledges to locate grazing fixtures (9) and lighting from across the street is
fraught with complexity and seems at odds with current thinking related to energy efficiency, light pollution, and
any notion of being green.
So what conclusions can we take from these findings;
The lower windows cannot be internally lit without significant impact to the architectural envelope and therefore
represent a substantial portion of the façade that cannot effectively be lit. The only way to access these window
cavities for installation or maintenance would be to remove sections of the stained glass each and every time.
The upper windows could be lit, however it would involve removal of the radiators and sections of the stained
glass since the space is very tight behind the four mid sections with access from above virtually impossible. The
only way to access these window cavities for installation or maintenance would be to remove sections of the
stained glass each and every time. Even if long life LED, latest technology sources were used access for
maintenance would be most difficult. LED sources, although providing extended life cycles, can still experience
unexpected failures, therefore access needs to be assumed and provided for (10) (11) (12). These fixtures are state
of the art with regard to efficiency, however as shown in the sketch although the uniformity is good it is less than
ideal. Achieving uniformity on the windows from top to bottom would be extremely difficult. We must also
assume that one cannot change the outer layer of art glass (making it frosted or etched) as one would now be
changing a significant historic component and preventing viewing of the stained glass from the outside.
It is important to note that the net effect of such a potential lighting system would be more successful as a
nighttime augmentation with an effect that would be eminently more suitable to the North façade. However,
although this could help five of the upper windows on the south façade, it could do nothing to resolve the issue
with the sixth window closest to Fifth Avenue (4). We would not recommend this option as it would only further
emphasize a compromised path resulting from a decision favoring air conditioning over natural illumination.
The church, in installing central air conditioning for the sanctuary, elected to locate and fill this sixth window
cavity with ducts precluding any future lighting solution for this cavity.
To attain a daytime lighting solution closely mimicking the intensity of direct sunlight would be extremely
difficult to achieve even utilizing very powerful state of the art technology, consuming large quantities of
electricity, producing significant heat within the cavity, along with all of the associated access and substantial
maintenance costs. It would seem that although perhaps technically possible the true benefits to the space for a
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somewhat limited time frame would be far eclipsed by the impact and impracticality of such a necessarily
complex and highly sophisticated solution.
In conclusion, we recommend that no supplemental lighting be considered since imposing such a solution could
potentially harm the whole.

Quentin Thomas Associates Company Profile
Light is perhaps the most ethereal element of design yet it has a remarkable power to transform space and
enhance the environment.
To create an environment of architectural distinction, which at the same time is financially viable, requires an
uncommon blend of skills.
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As an international architectural lighting design firm, Quentin Thomas Associates offers full services from
schematic through construction implementation; supported by model and mock-up facilities, as well as computer
based animation, analysis of daylight and artificial illumination along with cost estimating and energy
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These (3) upper and lower windows would
be affected by project shadow

Covered Skylights

These (3) upper and lower windows would be
affected by project shadow

South Façade
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North Facade
North Façade Window
Closest to Fifth Avenue

These upper and lower windows in photograph would
be affected by some degree of project shadow - June
21st

Radiator

South Facade
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Hinged partial
casement

South Facade

Detail of Exterior
Glazing
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Locations of proposed light
fixtures
South Facade

South Façade - note: Minimal Ledges –
Nowhere to locate or hide light fixtures
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ColorReach Powercore
ColorReach™ Powercore, our flagship, high-performance architectural
floodlight, is the first LED fixture powerful enough to brilliantly and
dynamically illuminate large-scale façades and structures. With
significantly more lumen output than any other competitive fixture and
unprecedented light projection of over 500 feet, this powerful fixture
represents the next generation in exterior illumination.

•
•
•
View larger image

•
Data Sheets & Specification Sheets:

Incorporates Powercore® technology to directly accept line
voltage for ease of installation
With an output of over 5,000 lumens, offers legitimate LEDbased illumination of large-scale structures and objects
Optional spread lenses of 8°, 13°, 23°, 40°, 63°, and an
asymmetric 5° x 17° support a multitude of applications
Rugged, slim-profile mounting bracket allows simple
positioning and fixture rotation through a full 360°

Item Numbers:
User Guides & Installation Instructions:
123-000013-00 ColorReach Powercore
ColorReach Powercore Installation Instructions
ColorReach Powercore Spread Lens Kit Installation
Instructions

Video:

Wiring Diagrams:

ColorReach Powercore video

View wiring diagrams
Related Products:
Dry / Damp / Wet Location, IP66

Data Enabler
Cast aluminum

Sample Installations:

Beam Angle / Lens:
Clear tempered glass cover lens

UL, cUL, CE pending

The Royal
Netherlands
Military
Academy at
the Castle of
Breda

Super Bowl
XLIII

Gateshead
Millennium
Bridge
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Note: Percentages are center beam candlepower as a percentage of 100 %. As noted in the report, the
candlepower of lighting within the cavity would diminish considerably toward the top of the window.

Hinged
Partial
Casement

Prototypical
Light
Fixtures –
see sheets
(10) (11) &
(12)

Note: Hinged partial casement needs to be removed each and every time for installation and
maintenance
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